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Marcella Brenner Grants for Faculty Development and Research funds projects that
contribute to the faculty member's professional, artistic, or scholarly research and
development. The Faculty Grants Committee meets to review Marcella Brenner Grants
applications and recommends a ranked slate of proposals for grant awards on the
basis of the evaluation criteria. The Spring 2021 Brenner Grants for Faculty
Development and Research grant program received 18 applications, of which 11 were
able to be supported. The following proposals have received funding.

Gego: Weaving the Space In-Between. Art, Architecture, Design, and Craft at the
Mónica Amor
Art History, Theory, and Criticism

This book concerns the work of Gego (Gertrude Goldschmidt, b. 1912-d. 1994) whose radical
recasting of geometric abstraction–in dialogue with the fields of architecture, crafts, and
design–throws new light on the dissolution of boundaries that traditional mediums such as
painting, sculpture, and drawing underwent during this active period of global experimentation.
Based on detailed archival research of records not readily available, this expanded monograph
is also a study of the geopolitics of culture and its institutions at the edge of modernity. The
research and analysis explores decentralized forms of knowledge production and delivers an
alternative narrative of postwar abstraction writ large. This project was awarded $2,000.00 in
funds.

Bringing STEM Education To Diverse Audiences: Astro Animation And Beyond
Laurence Arcadias
Animation

At the Fourteenth International Conference on the Inclusive Museum in Lisbon, Portugal,
Laurence Arcadias and Robin Corbet will be giving a presentation on “Bringing STEM
Education To Diverse Audiences: Astro-Animation And Beyond”. The Inclusive Museum
Research Network‘s mission is to build an epistemic community where linkages across
disciplinary, geographic, and cultural boundaries can be made, and so become more inclusive.
Based on their ongoing Astro-Animation project, Arcadias and Corbet’s presentation will
discuss the feasibility of creating an informal STEM learning program through an itinerant
astro-animation exhibition. This project was awarded $2,000.00 in funds.



The Information
Stephanie Barber
Mount Royal School of Art

Stephanie Barber will be working on a short, experimental, 16mm film entitled The Information.
This film, like her recent 16mm film, Another Horizon, re-edits audio Barber has recorded and
archived since she was a child. This will be the third short autoethnographic film in this triptych.

The image will be footage of Barber ‘playing’ the soundtrack (transferred to Magnetic tape) on
a Precision Mag & Optical Sound reader the way a dj ‘plays’ a record–re-editing, finding
grooves, moving towards and away from abstraction, creating a sound composition from the
audio as one might edit found footage. It's a performance document, a sound collage, and a
song. It’s a contemplation of the ways we play and re-edit memory, construct our past, and
construct ourselves. This project was awarded $1,990.00 in funds.

The Inaugural Asia Society Triennial at the Asia Society and Museum in New York
Mina Cheon
Art History, Theory, and Criticism | First Year Experience (FYE) | Humanistic Studies

Mina Cheon is invited to participate in the Inaugural Asia Society Triennial, We Do Not Dream
Alone, with other 40 international contemporary Asian artists. Due to the pandemic, the new
programming includes Cheon’s physical work exhibited at the Asia Society Museum and the
Lincoln Center this spring, with other virtual projects done for community outreach since last
year. Grant funds will cover the cost related to customized frames and transport of works for
the exhibition. This project was awarded $1,957.93 in funds.

Roundtable discussion group on Gun Law, Politics, and Policy at the MPSA
Firmin DeBrabander
Humanistic Studies

Firmin DeBrabander has been invited to take part in a roundtable discussion group on "Gun
Law, Politics and Policy" at the Midwest Political Science Association's Spring 2021 meeting.
This roundtable discussion group will address issues in the study of firearms law and policy,
including questions about social movement advocacy, the state’s monopoly on violence, and
the empirical effectiveness of gun policy interventions. The group aims to bridge research
interests among political scientists and (among others) legal scholars. This project was
awarded $310.00 in funds.



Transformative Textiles: EMDR Weaving as Art Therapy
Liz Ensz
Fiber | First Year Experience (FYE)

Liz Ensz will embark on a new experimental series combining weaving and Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) therapy to create a collection of functional and
faux-functional textiles that aim to redefine a relationship between queerness and domestic
space. EMDR therapy engages lateral eye and hand movements, which are embodied in the
act of weaving, to reprocess traumatic experiences. For many queer youth and adults,
relationships to a family of origin or homelife can be the source for traumatic feelings of not
belonging. This project builds on personal experiences of inventing one’s chosen family, sites
of belonging, and other urgent and creative acts of desire, survival, and the co-creation of
legitimacy through community. This project was awarded $1,981.38 in funds.

Sam Lacombe: Neon Paintings Solo Exhibition at Gormley Gallery
Sam Lacombe
First Year Experience (FYE) | Illustration | Painting

Sam Lacombe will be using all grant funding to support a solo show of recent paintings
scheduled for the Gormley Gallery in October of 2021.Sam is a traditional figurative painter who
has concentrated on the urban landscape for the past twenty years. His subjects come
primarily from cities in which he has lived, such as Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, and
Baltimore. He is currently working on paintings featuring hard to find remnants of Baltimore's
neon past. Funds will be used to create new work, explore new materials, install frames, and
transport paintings to the gallery. This project was awarded $2,000.00 in funds.

Centroid Towns
Nate Larson
Photography

Nate Larson will use Brenner Grant to support the development of new work in collaboration
with the Kohl Gallery at Washington College in Chestertown, Maryland. Grant funds will be
used to cover travel expenses in making the new work, as well as exhibition expenses for a
new solo exhibition at the Kohl Gallery, tentatively planned for Spring 22.

The larger project, Centroid Towns, is a long-term documentary project using photography, oral
history interviews, and local archive research to study the twenty-five cities that have been the
mean center of population of the United States. The project puts a face to statistical data,
chronicling these towns and their inhabitants to illuminate the ongoing social and political
transformation of America. This project was awarded $2,000.00 in funds.



Layers of Exposure
Allen Moore
Film and Video

Over 10 years ago Allen Moore began experimenting with an older film format developed in the
late 1930’s, “double 8mm”.  Using this frame size, an 8mm image captured on 16mm film,
allowed him to create an on-screen projection of 4 smaller frames of film. Then re-exposing this
initial film roll in a full frame 16mm camera,  a format designed in the early 1920’s, allowed for a
unique type of double exposure. Moore plans to carry on this film experimentation, exploring
the use of a wider variety of vintage film cameras and older film emulsions. This will allow
Moore to find fresh methods of interpreting light in a variety of landscapes. This project was
awarded $1,432.84 in Brenner funds.

Moore’s project was awarded an additional $500.00 in funds by the Grants Committee through
the Stanley Rosen Faculty Development Endowment. This grant is awarded annually to a
deserving faculty member who is identified by the Grants Committee from their review of the
spring applications for the Brenner Grants for Faculty Development & Research.

Clay as Canvas
Whitney Sherman
Illustration Practice MFA

Whitney Sherman will attend the 12-day Penland School of Craft workshop, Clay as Canvas,
taught by Juan Barroso. Sherman will engage in rendering on porcelain using black underglaze
and techniques such as sgraffito, mishima, and watercolor underglaze painting for an
upcoming series of interpretive and psychological portraits of and artifacts representing the
landscape architect Marian C. Coffin’s life. Coffin is among the first female landscape architects
in the US. The workshop will serve as a preparatory stage for the series of drawings on pottery
and clay constructions which will combine disparate elements of her subject’s life into new
relationships. This project was awarded $2,000.00 in funds.

DDD 15: An International Conference on the Social Context of Death, Dying, and Disposal
Ruth E. Toulson
Humanistic Studies

In September 2021, more than 200 scholars and practitioners from 30 countries will gather in
Manchester, UK, for DDD 15, an International Conference on the Social Context of Death,
Dying, and Disposal. In conversation with scholars from Europe and the Global South,
Humanistic Studies faculty member, Ruth E. Toulson, will discuss the impact of Covid-19 on
death and dying across the globe. The virus, she argues, has exposed and compounded
existing inequalities, and reaffirms the role ritual places in the processes of death and
mourning. This project was awarded $250.00 in funds.


